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Nanhe Kavi Activity

“Poetry comes alive through recitation.” 

- Natalie Merchant 

Poems always give wings to our imagination and take us to places beyond the
boundaries of the physical world. To instil a love for poetry and develop recitation
skills in kindergarten students, Nanhe Kavi, an Intra-Class Hindi Poem Recitation
activity was conducted on the theme 'Nutritious Food'. The children came up with
unique ideas for poems and recited them with great zeal and enthusiasm. The activity
was an amalgamation of knowledge and creativity.



Oral Health & Hygiene Workshop

"The mind once enlightened cannot again become dark."

-Thomas Paine

Oral health is an important piece of the puzzle, when it comes to staying healthy. A
dentist’s expert guidance can help children understand how to maintain the best oral
hygiene. Keeping this in mind, an interactive session on Oral Health and Hygiene was
conducted by one of our dear parents, Dr. Alpa V. Sharma for the students of Junior
School. The engrossing storytelling followed by interactive and engaging activities taken
up by her truly made a difference in the understanding of our little ones about dental
care.

We extend a heartfelt thanks to the resource person for the enlightening session and
the smiles that she spread!



Barrels of Fun Activity

"Tell me and I forget, teach me and I may remember, involve me and I learn.”

― Benjamin Franklin

The importance of advertisements in the present times is immense. Barrels of Fun- an
Intra- Class Advertising activity was conducted for Kindergarten students to discover
their hidden talent and to provide them with a platform to explore their creativity and
work on their stage presence. It was a great learning experience for the little ones.
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CVC Words Workshop

“Behind every young child who believes in himself is a parent who believed first.”

–Matthew Jacobson

At Goenka, we believe in providing a collaborative learning experience to our students to
make them smarter, sharper and independent individuals.

Keeping the same in view, an informative session was organized for the parents of
Kindergarteners to acquaint them with our innovative methodologies to introduce reading
to our little ones. The interactive presentation on CVC words along with some engaging
follow-up activities were the highlights of the day.

We are sure the outcome of this collaboration will be 'avid readers' and 'outstanding
learners'!
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Charismatic Gait Activity

‘Confident walking is way better than confused running.’

Our kindergarten students strode on the ramp as they participated in
Charismatic Gait, an activity focusing on walking stylishly with poise and
speaking about our incredible country India. The activity helped the
students overcome their stage fear, bring out their inner talent, gave them
a platform to build their self-confidence and explore their strengths. It
was overwhelming to see the tiny tots expressing themselves with unerring
confidence.
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Independence Day Activity

"Everyone who is born in this great land has only one identity- we are all Indians.’’

As part of Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav towards the commemoration of 75 years of
Independence, the School conducted an array of engrossing activities that not only
provided our talented Goenkans with the opportunity to be a part of the 73rd Republic
Day Celebrations but also celebrate Amrit Mahotsav to the fullest. Students from
grades Nur-II enthusiastically participated in various activities depicting their
creativity and patriotic sentiments.



Anmol Vachan Activity

“A moral lesson is better expressed in short sayings than in long 
discourse.” 

- Johann Georg Zimmermann

The ‘Anmol Vachan’ activity witnessed adroit kindergarteners reciting
dohas of famous poets and writers namely Surdas, Kabir Das, Tulsidas, and
others with great spontaneity and ease. The participants wonderfully
expressed themselves while explicating and referring to the context of the
dohas. The activity helped the students learn moral values and develop
confidence and public speaking skills.
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Achievements











Parental Tip

Address: Plot No.3, Pocket 7, Sec-22, Rohini
Email ID: gdgoenkarohinisector22@gmail.com

Phone No:  7065582410/11/12

FOSTERING SELF-ESTEEM IN OUR CHILDREN
It’s a dream of every parent that their children develop positive self 
esteem.
Also, that they have the confidence to deal with and fight against
all odds. How do we nurture that?
•We as parents are our children’s biggest role models.
•Onus lies on the adults in the children’s immediate environment, be it
family members, relatives, friends or teachers. If they are confident and
have high self-esteem then definitely children also emulate the same
behavioural traits.
•Focus on their strengths, help them to learn to do things independently,
making them self-dependent.
•Encourage decision making.
•Inculcate problem-solving skills.
•Both praise and criticism are required but need to be done wisely.
•Raise their emotional quotient by helping them develop resilience and
tolerance by being ourselves resilient and patient with others and the way
we handle difficult situations.
So let us take a pledge to leave no stone unturned to foster positive self 

esteem
in our children.

Happy Parenting!!
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